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Death of a Member of the ICRC

With the death of Professor Adolphe Franceschetti, on March 8,
1968, the International Committee has lost one of its most dedicated
members. Moreover, as a scientist who made a valuable contribution
to medicine, ophthalmology and genetics, the Red Cross benefited
by his world-wide reputation.

At Professor Franceschetti's funeral, Mr. S. A. Gonard, President
of the institution, paid the following tribute to his memory:

Allow me to recall briefly Professor Franceschetti's activities with
the International Red Cross where his human qualities, his constant
desire to alleviate suffering, his concern to give renewed hope and
confidence to those who believe they have lost everything, earned him
the esteem, gratitude and friendship of many of the victims of tragic
fate whom he'helped.

During the difficult years towards the end of the Second World War
and after it, he was an active member of the International Red Cross
Joint Relief Commission set up by the International Committee and
the League and which, by huge consignments requiring a large and
smooth-running organization, saved from famine whole populations
of some European countries.

Later, in 1958, he became a member of the International Committee,
a faithful member whose opinion always commanded respect. In
debate his interventions were notable for their vigour, even for the
spirit of their presentation dictated by his extraordinary intellectual
dynamism and by the logic of argument which marked him as a man
of science, yet they were wrapped up, so to speak, in the charm of his
richly varied personality. He would regularly add a flash of his subtle
wit with which he was wont to blend his remarks unexpectedly and
which would relieve the sometimes tense atmosphere of debate.
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His personality compelled recognition by his strength of char-
acter, his influence and his prestige. It drew sympathy from people
for what they knew or guessed of the spontaneous generosity of this
smiling scientist who tended so many children, so many innocent
victims whose eyes had been injured in war and conflict.

Many a time this indefatigable traveller represented the ICRC
in various countries on several continents, particularly in Central
and Latin America.

National Red Cross Societies he visited benefited widely from the
contact so readily made by this scientist of unaffected bearing. His
discreet counsel was always accepted with gratitude, for his reputation
preceded him everywhere. The members of the International Commit-
tee, with the death of Professor Franceschetti, have lost a well-loved
and respected colleague.

The International Committee owes him a debt of gratitude and
will remember him as a man who throughout his life accepted the
humanitarian struggle as his own.
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